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***iresistable You R***
 
You are so hard to resist
I try to stay away but my heart insist
I feel “16” again giddy at his boyish grin
Always thinking of him
He thinks I’m so hot
And wish to show me what’s he got
He fantasies’ about me
Slips up and calls me Fefe
A whiff of his cologne
Makes me want to take him home
I don’t know what he’s done
But I want him alone
My heart beat race
Anytime I see his cheesing face
He tells me I’m sweet
And we should go some place and meet
Lie till dawn under the sheets
I wan him bad
Think he’ll be the best I’ve ever had
That deep rich chocolate skin got me going insane
Can’t you see it is you I want
Or must I write it in a bigger font?
The problem is
Not mine but his
He wants me for a calculated time
While I want him selfishly, all mine
He wants only hours
And flee like cowards
Cant make him mine, don’t got that power
To make him stay
So think I’ll just lay
So he wont go away
 
**Asia Jay**
 
Sophonie Asia Joseph
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~pain Killer~
 
: ( I am sorry to hear bout your dad
     Though I know you're very sad
As you tell me the problems
I dont really know how to slove them
     So with my kips i kiss
     The tears of being dissed
Feel you pour out your anger
I take it in knowing it to well
     Your pain is released to me
      You reach heights and go deep
I feel you're heart in heat
Into me it seeps
      You hold on to me tighter
      My strokes take you higher
Your back etched with my name
But don't feel the pain
     Switching stories
      As Switches on horsey'
Though my back is to you
I am totally listening boo
     I feel your pain now full affect
     The head board hit my tet
You ask to stop
Heck no! Climbing on top
     I need to feel your hurt
     No need to be curt
I'm sorry that you feel so bad
but i'm here to stay so don't push me away
     Wanna be your healer give you some
     of my loving pain killer
 
***many thanks, Asia Jay****
 
Sophonie Asia Joseph
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A Wife I Visited In Haiti
 
6a.m is much to outdated for a lady
no you must be up by five o'clock baby.
 
dishes cannot wash themselves
also laundry needs to be put up on the shelves.
 
My black leather boots need to be polish
for I have got a meeting at the college.
 
Go get water from the lake
and would you please bake me a cake.
 
Aren't you  going to feed the goat
then put my lunch and tools in the boat.
 
Ooh Mrs. I want me some fish
go head put right here in this clean dish.
 
The boudoir mandates  cleaning
what, spending money? I don't know the meaning!
 
The children are almost home from school
quickly  grant me my food.
 
Ah my feet hurt so bad
give me sugar, kiss your dad.
 
Come lay with me
then you may eat.
 
No? You'r e compelled you are my wife
you elected this life! ! !
 
***Many thanks, Asia Jo
 
 
I could go on, but for the sake of you readers I chose not to.......
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Sophonie Asia Joseph
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Almighty
 
I stray when I get my way, and yet here you stay
I come back to you day after day
Knowing I’ve caused you harm, but you’ve held onto my arm
I forget you when I smile, then the tears flow for miles
And soon at your feet we meet, and you’re always ready to greet
And you always stop the pain, I know I use your name in vain
And never do you leave me, but at my side do you seat
And when I’m doing wrong you wait at the door to greet me
You are my Almighty strong
 
Sophonie Asia Joseph
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Another Love Poem
 
I waited 4 you all night
Just to hear you sigh
That would be alright
 
But you never came
My feelings yet remains unchanged
I will love you the same
 
For you are my hear
From the very 1st start
And hope we wont remain apart
 
I thought to call
But didn’t wanna seem desperate at all
So into sleep I’d fall
 
Dreaming of sheep one min
The surprisingly you’re in it
And it does have a good finish
 
With me in your bed
Supped, and well fed
Hearts are a’ blazing red
 
Sophonie Asia Joseph
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Completly Yours
 
You have taken over my soul
My whole body trembles in
anticipation to see you
My heart skips a beat where
Your name is mentioned
My knees grow weak
Whenever it is we speak
My breath gets short each
Time you give me that look
My lips get moist
Anytime we kiss
You dominate my every thought
You control both day and night
I don’t know death, but it as if
when your are not here, I live death
You’re the reason I smile
You’re are my energy when I work
You’re an inspiration to me
You are the source of living
I am forever yours
I submit my whole being
 
Sophonie Asia Joseph
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Crazy Gal
 
A perfect man?
Is there such a thing?
Have you fallen off a bin?
 
One with lot's of money
and lips as sweet as honey.
Everything he says, seem so funny
with a desirable chest, flat tummy.
 
You must be delusional
because these requests are quite unusual.
A perfect man?
Don't you dare say that again.
 
Sophonie Asia Joseph
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Cyber Friends
 
These are special kinds of friends
No need to lie or be who you aren't
 
They take you for who you are
 
for they to are not perfect
 
They send smiles your way
 
and greet you every day
 
They applaud your accomplishments
 
and send roses by the dozen        
 
They can stare at you when and however long they want
 
They wont no your secrets unless you tell them
 
They cant see the expressions on your face
 
**you spend long hours using all kinds of words
 
building up a friendship
 
that may never work
 
for where they tell you they are
 
may not be true
 
and when they send roses
 
it's not only to you
 
The kisses aren't real
 
cause their lips you can't feel
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The letters are not warm
 
and is corny than corn
 
behind the computer you sit
 
and the enter key you hit
 
for days no end
chatting to your on line friends
 
 
 
Many thanks
**Asia jay**
 
Sophonie Asia Joseph
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Definition Of The Five Senses
 
Eyes: are to look at the fine dark skin and capture in the exquisite body
 
Nose: is to pick up the delicious scent left on the pillow
 
Lips: ooh those lips, are to kiss away wherever there is pain
 
Ears: are to listen the soft whispers of the night
 
Touch: is to respond all the sites in the body that hungers to be made well
 
***Thank you, Asia Jo
 
Sophonie Asia Joseph
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Deportation
 
All mommy's and daddy's work for nothing
brought you here to make you something
 
Make them proud
and hold their head in a crowd
 
Twenty some years a waste
Couldn't find a lawyer to view your case
 
Was not raised there
it just doesen't't seem fair
 
Going back
with only a sack
 
All your money and taxes
they cant fax it
 
Treated you as a criminal
gave you the minimal
 
Left behind a baby
and no real lady
 
Your one and only son
but you signed so it is done
 
Can't really cry
cause I didn't get the chance to say bye
 
But I will miss you 
and I'm sure you'll miss me too.
 
Sophonie Asia Joseph
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Diabetes
 
It's nothing to play with
this pain that is hated
it comes from the sick man
that roam our streets
sometimes during the day
sometime at night
you never know what hes thinking
but hes always watching
looking for you to slip
maybe eat a Lil bit
more than theres room
sometimes he gets your mother
or maybe your father first
but who he really want is you
but your young and naive
so you don't take care of yourself
love that sneaker bar
and that vanilla ice cream
while hes rubbing his palms together
he'll hit you during the first bite
your urinating quite often
then again you drink Pepsi
breakfast, lunch, and dinner
so we dismiss it
sticky bathroom floors?
Theres gotta be something more
Pepsi cant do all this damage
body not forming insulin
never even thought to question
sugar 600
got you in a diabetic coma
 
 
~love you lil brother~
**Asia Jay**
 
Sophonie Asia Joseph
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Finding The Path
 
Growing up you've always had a helping hand
 
they'd pull you up out of lifes quick sand
 
you were taught right from wrong
 
what you learned played like a never ending song
 
now a man, path don't seem so clear
 
don't know which way to go
 
diffrent stories that you hear
 
go left
and get shifted in with the rest
 
and never thinking for yourself
 
choice is made
 
monies been paid
 
hearts are pained
 
just to fit in
 
go right
already stand out
 
it was okay to fight
 
instant gratification
 
is not for to nite
 
looking foward further down insight
 
the whole picture
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what a delight
 
but wait you want it now
 
so you turn around
 
made alot of people frown
 
as you headed over to that evil ground
 
a familar place
 
history can't be erased
 
didn't learn from your mistake
 
wanted nobody to hate
 
thought it to late to change
 
how could you? when
 
all you know is pain
 
made way on over
 
thought to look back
 
but their the lil cuttie sat
 
so to that familiar place you went
 
and she's no longer a tempt
 
you had it
 
day in and day out
 
till no longer you can win
 
and died in a puddle
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of your own sin.
 
 
 
**Please comment**
 
Sophonie Asia Joseph
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Forbidden
 
I lie awake next to you
thinking of how I wish you'd stay
but I know that was our one rule
and you'll be back next may
I want to have you for ever
and be mine ONLY always
but you claim never
and always gives you a bad case
I look down @ you sleeping face
and crave you again
I lean in for a final taste
and bite into this forbidden sin.
 
Sophonie Asia Joseph
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Have You Forgotten Your Strengh? ?
 
I haven't forgotten
even though you have
 
the hardships of many,
your mind they've crafted
 
the wound unhealed, in the pocket bag
the deal was sealed
 
you're using relaxers and dye
ain't nothing differnt from you and I
 
work odd hours, called us all kinds of names
callin MY NATION cowards?
 
who do you think did it?
you know them egyptian towers
 
you can go and swevel round in your chair
back and forth, while stomping me down to the floor
 
but while you're doing that
remember where you came from
 
even way then before we were
here before they found us
 
tsk tsk tsk, you believe all they say is true?
well how easily are you fooled
 
Ever heard of Tanzania? they would 
of left us on that nile river, see ya
 
we fought the current
they made it to the continet
 
came about race was formed
had the people torned
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divided us from skin and hair
 
Was this some kind of hype
where we just sterotype
 
treated us wore than the chickens in the pen
looking at us they claimed created them to sin
 
thinking back makes me sick
that we are the same ethnic
 
a toc and a tic
they played with your mind
 
look into it all, hx has an orgin
though the place was foreign
 
not the land down under
but in the desert where the water slumbered
 
archologial eveidence don't lie
where did you get your clues where did they hide?
 
we all came from adams same side
and YOU that divided us
can never corrupt my mind!
 
**1st time writer please comment**
 
Sophonie Asia Joseph
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Hello
 
You had me @ hello
When I shook your hands
I felt the energy in me replaced by yours
The electricity ran straight to my toes,
and even lingered where its closed
I rocked on my heel
To keep from falling
When I went home that night
It was only you in my head
And during the day, I swear I see you
@fter the first time we made love
I showered and still smelt your scent
I sighed for no reason
And laughed out loud at our memories
Even though you are no longer here
Those memories I cherish forever!
 
Sophonie Asia Joseph
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How And When?
 
How and when
 
How do you keep the love alive
When all you wanna do is crawl up and die
How can you make it last
When he's always done so fast
How can you change “I love you”
And somehow make it more true
How do you say “No”
When he's all that you know
How can you care
When his loving is unfair
How can you sleep
When he's not in the sheets
How can you cry
If you don't really know why
How does he still cheat
If you bring him your heat
How can he look
If your an open book
How does your skin turn a different shade
When all the bruises fade
How can you sit in church
If your body still hurt
How do you lack
if your breaking your back
Making his home happy
To even calling him pappy
How can he hit
And you just sit and sit
How much more can you take
When waters have drawn up from Okeechobee lake
They call him pastor
and you say
yes'a master
 
Please comment
**Asia Jay**
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Sophonie Asia Joseph
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It Works For Me! ! ! ! ! ! !
 
This works for me! ! !
 
 
After long thought and consideration
I figured if God made me to look like you
would I really be happy?
 
You see I like it when my ass moves from side to side
I also like it when I've got to much cleavage to hide
 
You see I like it when my back don't meet my butt
I also don't mind that my blouse wont shut
 
You see I like when my thighs are big
I also like that they don't look like a twig
 
You see I like it when I can take a punch
I also like it when I need not throw up my lunch
 
You see I like it with all this meat
I also like it when your mans gonna need heat
 
You see I like it when my checks are nice and round
I also like that I can go for more than one round
 
You see ladies I like it that I'm big
even if it makes you sick
 
I'm sorry that your slim
pray about it take that up with him
 
but quit beating me up
cause God didn't give you a butt
 
**** Take no offense please****
~Please comment~
*Asia Jay*
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Sophonie Asia Joseph
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Living Right
 
I want to live my life right
No more running around @ night
I want to put down my steel
So I can began to heal
I want to let go of the image
Because my life it has hemorrhage
I want to be in your presence
Being with you is an essence
I want to live my learn from you
And no longer care to be cool
I want to live right
Lord please keep me in your sight
And help me make it through the lonely nights
 
Sophonie Asia Joseph
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Love Making/Pen And Paper
 
It feels quite nice.
 
It's been a long time since I've layed down with you,
white silk for pleasure.
 
As I lay on my stomach, looking down @ you
I am marveled by your beauty still.
 
I reach and grab a hold of the key player for tonight’s promises.
 
I have long forgotten how to use it,
 
but like they say, 'it's like riding a bike'.
 
I feel your nice smooth texture and take a hold of your firm and thick layers,
 
look how beautiful you are, quite short compared to others,
but I know you'll handle it just 'write'.
You will definitely do the trick,
 
so as I begin slowly at first, I get back into it, at ease, effortlessly.
 
The ink seeps out from the black pen and form word to write so magnificently on
to my white silk paper
 
 
Sophonie Asia Joseph
 
**1st time writer please comment**
 
Sophonie Asia Joseph
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Lovely
 
I did have to think of it ‘twice’
I was as shy as a mice
You looked me in my eye
And told me no lies
You had one before me
But she cant do you like me
You say you love me
And I’m all you need
You turn me on with your rock star tude
Everyone sees im crazy 4 u dude
My heart beats as drums
And your voice ever so softly
Hums tunes to my soul
How I longed for your touch
That NOW I do miss so much
You’re my excitement
You bring me joy
I have true sentiments
And they dwell on ur heart
For my all you’ve taken
And I regret it not
For the groupies I am not shaken
I know where we stand
How you understand
When we walk its as if we dance
And when we dance we get another chance at love to show how much you mean
to me and I to you
You make me weak
Bringing me to my knee
I pled defeat
If only to be in your arms till eternity! ! ! !
 
 
**Asia** (thanks Da)
 
Sophonie Asia Joseph
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Loving Me
 
The mirror tells no lies
 
Find happiness in a mans eyes
 
My pillow can't hold any more of my cries
 
You break me
 
Every confidence within me dies.
 
Why can't you try?
 
Don’t look at me
 
And tell me those lies
 
No I’m not a size 2 or even 12
 
But just love me
 
And what inside my head
 
Not just dine then take to bed
 
Was not my fault all these years that I’ve been fed
 
One day I will be a little dolly
 
Than maybe than you can look at my body.
 
**1st time writer please comment**
 
Sophonie Asia Joseph
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Mr. Imperfect
 
Dear Mr. imperfect,
           
                You mean the world to me, even if the world cannot see, but you and
I were meant to be, where I fall, you stand, and when you call I lend a hand. You
have what they call flaws, but that’s their loss, it makes me love u even more,
you take me way above. I think of you and smile, I hope this love boat never
sink but sail for many miles. You bring me tears of joy, and I pray for many more
years with you boy. I don’t care what anyone has to say but we will have our
day, when in your arms I’ll find refuge, away from all harm. How I love to look in
you beautiful eyes, and know that you are all mine. Your sweet voice turns me
on, it makes me so weak. Running my fingers through your hair, there is nothing
we cannot share. I give you my all, even when you no longer can ball, big house,
nice cars, won’t get us far. Loving you is all I wanna do, as you read this love
letter, please know that all this is true. You’re the only one I want boo
 
Sophonie Asia Joseph
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Murder
 
I loved him
I lied for him
Pretty much killed for him
Blood on my hands because of him
                       Ripped out my heart and soul when he asked me to do it
But I loved him wanted us to get through this
I am so much to blame for any of this shame
I don’t have no back
Did not stand for what was right
Cried my self to sleep so many nights
Just thinking bout that one fight
And how it forever changed my whole life
How naive of me to think he would always love me
If he did not even want our baby
Never thought it’d happen
The day I killed, but it did
My head he filled
With our problems of tomorrow
If I went through with it
Never took a day to actually sit
And think of just what he was asking me to do
Ripping out a part of my bone, my flesh?
You don’t love me
I have to live with it
Cant stand the sight of his face
And he still wants to lie with me to taste
After that it has never been the same
My heart will not mend again
It kills me every time
Please, please bring us back in time
My stomach hurt so bad, the tears were many
It was so, so sad
I can’t hate him cause I swallowed it down
So I hate me
And can’t even see
Past the tears
Inside of me
Use to be strong now
Everything’s so wrong
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Troubles lie ahead
If another tries to bed
These tears that I’ve shed
Please don’t take lightly
For this is real not a poem
Out of the blue or from my head
I did this to me
Know one to blame
I take credit for this shame
I loved him hard
Were not even together
I live with the scars
While he live it up the stars
No worries pain never ends
Can never do this again
Horrible, horrible sin………………
 
**Many thanks**
AsiaJay
 
Sophonie Asia Joseph
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My Crush
 
My crush is everything but mine.
 
Every time I see him in the halls my heart just starts to rush,
 
whoever said blacks could not blush?
 
Sometimes I doubt he even knows I'm alive.
 
Don't pay any mind, My friends ask 'Why am I crazy for him'?
 
Damn, I mean he just passes you by!
 
Pass by me and not say hi?
 
Um I have no idea why I'm falling for this guy.
 
 
 
**1st time writer please comment**
 
Sophonie Asia Joseph
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My Sisters
 
We fight teeth and nail
Words are thrown across the room
We can't be blood, not near related
Eyes are tossed to the back of the head
The sound of teeth being sucked is deafening
Smacking of fist against flesh is piercing
It all comes to a halt
We have parted vowing to never speak to each other again
(The next morning)   
We say our mutual hellos
Talk of the night before
Laugh hard; tell jokes, gossip, and love.
We're sisters and we're good at what we do.
 
Many thanks
 
**1st time writer please comment**
 
Sophonie Asia Joseph
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Never Ending Cycle
 
Didn't mama alwayz tell you bout dem naz-t boyz
da onez dat spit 3 inches from your shoez
and dem not care to hit.
 
 
Didn't mama alwayz tell you bout dem bad boyz
dat tossed you round like toyz
and alwayz alwayz want mo
 
 
Didn't mama alwayz tell bout dem bad boyz
dat made u real sad
and at first dem treat you good
 
 
Didn; t mama alwayz tell you bout dem thug boyz
dat don't like to give ya hugz
dat would rather ear ya make noise
 
 
Did'nt mama alwayz tell you bout them killa boyz
you sure?
I'z sho thought she did. sorry ta ear dat, now who gon to raise ya boyz
 
 
 
**1st time writer please comment**
 
Sophonie Asia Joseph
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Pained
 
Never thought I'd write it down, loved you hard till blood was drawn.
Got used to the sound of flesh hitting against flesh.
 
Thought I'd paint a picture and make it less ugly, but I can't so here's the nitty
gritty
 
No more pain, physical only in my chest how could some one that
I breathed for do this to me
 
Thought u were the one how wrong you proved me to be
Every day outta my eyes I couldn’t see
 
Hid it for a long time because I didn’t want to bleed
Thought u loved me
 
In your shadows I crawled
Just to not start a spark
That’ll ignite your rage
 
Light up the fuse that is the tip of your finger,
And at times your belt young and naive
Was I
 
1ST love is a bitch
But please don't get in a fit
 
 
Cause now my dear if you ever, ever hit
In your face I will spit
 
 
Grow up never to hit or hate believe me one day
I will feed you to the sharks
As worm bait.
 
 
**1st time writer please comment**
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Sophonie Asia Joseph
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Searching
 
**I am in a crowed house, but yet find myself all alone
no place really to call my own, it's bad out but no ones worried,
have not called my phone
**Didn't miss one single call
thought  they would be there if I fall
been dark and cold they've left me, them all
**Girlfriends cannot come
boyfriends just want to have fun
it's me again feeling dumb
**consistently think to pick up the bible
because I know it is reliable
but cannot seem to get past the table
**Family cannot understand
they think it's a man
not another word I am dismissed, a fan
**Can't ever fill this void
so I hide it underneath paper foil
though it brings me much turmoil
**Been searching everywhere
for a place I heard is there
get so tired, this just isn't fair
**One day I considered
Asia can you not  see
this place you seek
is inside me.
 
 
 
 
PLEASE COMMENT.............  :)
 
Sophonie Asia Joseph
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Sex Without You
 
I was awaken by the stillness
The house stood alone
I walked downstairs balled up my fist
I realize there was no one
But I saw you
I feel asleep in your arms
You said “you only”
You wrapped me up as if to keep me from harm
I blink once then twice
Alone I stand
No other breathing
I don’t feel ur masculine hand
My heart is beating
I couldn’t be dreaming
You were here
I still smell our love
The wetness on the bed is smeared
I raise my hands above
I now see the markings on my finger
And the burn that still linger
The wetness was all me
I suddenly feel really weak
I only could sigh
And wish it had been you and I
 
Sophonie Asia Joseph
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Soldiers Letter Home
 
Soldiers letter home
 
'Oh my love the days are long and the nights are longer
but in your arms I will be soon no longer hunger
will cause me unspeakable pain
that only your lovely nature can tame
how I long to whisper in you ears
and kiss away your childlike fears
make love to you till dawn
from the house to the lawn
my one and only dear
how I badly wish you were here
your smile engraved in my mind
your last words so gentle so kind
your fragrance haunts me every where
into battle, on the ship, even there
cannot wait till I come home
then you will be of my flesh and my bone
my dear angel tell me it is true
that you miss me as bad a I do you
 
Many thanks
**Asia Jay**
 
Sophonie Asia Joseph
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The Mind
 
The mind is a powerful thing
What you put into it sometime may sting
It may keep you up at night
and turn on that bulb of light
Even before the sun come up
with ideas curious as a pup
it could be a sword against evil
than you might us it against your people
It can hold unwavering wisdom
The speechless can't lead the dumb
The mind is not to be wasted
don't fill it up with things just to be tasted
But hungry enough till starvation
Where all ignorance is shun
When you can't pick up a book
To read all of it's hook
Your memory will replay
all that you've had to say
and what you put into it
Will help you when you can only sit
 
Please comment
**Asia Jay**
 
Sophonie Asia Joseph
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Time @fter Time
 
I’ve let you go, but you keep coming back
Maybe my heat keep pulling you in trac
How do a dog find his way home?
When you’ve left him alone?
I let you in each and every time
Love me good, than wine and dine
Reached impossible heights
I have fallen for you more than twice
This time were done for good
Tired of the way it should
So just leave it alone
And go home
 
**Asia Jay**
 
Sophonie Asia Joseph
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Tourment
 
My heart is not happy long
 
My soul yearns for a joyous song
 
Waiting for you my love to sweep away
 
off my feet into that other place
 
with no regret in the moment with heat
 
when will it end
 
when we're not living in sin
 
and let love reign
 
 
**1st time writer please comment**
 
Sophonie Asia Joseph
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Waiting
 
What  a fool I must be
how much will it take to make me see
how much more changes do you need
how many more excuses will I make,
so you accept me.
This man that  is not in love with me
I'm not ashamed to get down on bending knee
and beg for you to love me like she
I'am numb to his hurt, his word sting
and cause so much pain
but I hold it in, all the same
will II ever be good enough
has karma come back to bite me in the butt
Do I deserve this wretchful fate
Am I gonna lie here and forever wait
when you can come and take
this pain and say you'll love me again
Show me, prove to me, that it is I that you want
stop these tears from running down my eyes
can't take the fear of loosing you
so I stay and wait
tired of being mistreated
love me right is all I ask of you
understanding is what I'm dying for
 
 
**1st time writer please comment**
 
Sophonie Asia Joseph
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When You'Re Gone
 
It cuts deeply when your away
I’ll be right back you always say
And it usually takes more than a day
But I sit and wait at bay
 
For your love to me is worth it
Every smile, every touch, every one bit
The softness of your lips
Is enough to make me crazy sick
 
Being away is hard
But being near is not so far
And since you have taken my heart
It will not cut as sharp
 
But when we will be together
In your arms I will be forever
Vowing to part never
But pray to always be better
 
Sophonie Asia Joseph
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Wrong To Love
 
Is it wrong to love
To feel bliss every time you kiss
Is it wrong  to dream
Of the man with an “X”
That once upon a time was your best
Is it wrong to wish
For a man with a smile like Ben Affleck
Is it wrong to ride the wave of ferries’
And the moments forever cherished
Is it wrong to pray
For the one that will stay
Is it wrong to hope
That he’s true, to only you
Is it wrong to be bitten by the bug
And just fall in love?
 
***Many thanks Asia***
 
Sophonie Asia Joseph
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